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Memorial Fountain
(Blackwood Roundabout)
Lindy Taeuber
(Coromandel Valley History Trust)
via Liz Sawyer
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xcerpt from ‘The Mail’ 8 October
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'Toll of Bathing Season Begins. In Sturt
River, at Blackwood, there was a double
tragedy, when Francis McLaren Collins
(16), and Rodney Saint, the same age, lost
their lives. Collins, was accompanied by
Saint and a boy named Rex Dunstan.
Arriving at Cave Hole (believed to be
upstream of today's Sturt Gorge Dam
Wall) which is considered to be the
deepest portion of the river — about 40
feet wide and 80 feet long, and of a depth
from 7 to 18 feet, Saint stripped off and
jumped into the water. For about 10
minutes his two mates watched him
splash and dive in the water, but in the
next instant they were horrified to see
him throw up his hands and then
disappear. Collins, with frantic haste,
removed his boots and otherwise fully
clothed dived into the river. Though he
could not swim Collins made a desperate
attempt to reach Saint, but young

Dunstan, who also was unable to swim,
was startled to see Collins go under.
Realising that if the two boys were to be
saved help must be got immediately, he
ran for help. Sadly it was to no avail with
the bodies of Frank and Rod, who were
described as inseparable, being found.
Within weeks of this 1927 tragedy the
local community decided to erect a
drinking fountain in a central position in
the town and to place at the scene of the
fatality a warning and some suitable
means of assistance in case of emergency.

The Blackwood Roundabout Memorial

The latter is believed never to have
eventuated. The location selected for the
memorial fountain was the eastern side of
the Blackwood roundabout, today beside
the 'Save the Children' shop. The fountain
was hewn from Murray Bridge granite
with the facia inscribed 'In memory of
Frank Collins, who sacrificed his life in a
vain attempt to save his friend, Rodney
Saint, from drowning in the River Sturt on
October 8, 1927.' The cost of the
memorial was met by local residents with
the Mitcham District Council providing
the site and ongoing maintenance.

have on the river. While scratching
through some old photographs the other
day I came across one taken of myself in
1965 standing on the dam just after it was
completed and thought it might be
interesting to go back and try to replicate
the shot to see how much things had
changed.

In 1990 the Sunday Mail reported that
vandals were continually pushing over the
fountain and that it was badly damaged.
Mitcham Council considered moving it in
a bid to keep it safe. No relocation
occurred and Council has continued to
maintain the fountain which, although
plumbed and in a central position, has
been difficult to access and viewed
closely in recent times. Although not
having any official heritage listing, DPTI
are aware of the fountain's significance
and of working sensitively around its’
location as part of the roundabout
upgrades.

Les Gray on the Sturt Dam wall, circa 1965

Then and Now
(Sturt Dam)
Les Gray

W

hen I was much younger, the Sturt
Gorge was a huge adventure
playground for myself and all the other
free-range kids in the area. We followed
the construction of the flood control dam
closely wondering what impact it would

Les Gray on the Sturt Dam wall, late
December 2017
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The colour shot was taken last week (late
December 2017) and I tried to position the
photographer in the same spot. The top of
the dam wall which is now open was
closed to public access by a high fence and
locked gate in 1965. I was also interested
to see how bare the northern hillside was
then. This slope is now predominately
covered by Allocasuarinas.

specimens to be described were collected
from mouse holes.

Don’t Step on the Red
Head!
A male red-headed mouse spider

Les Gray

O

n several occasions during spring
and summer, while walking along
tracks in the Sturt Gorge, Belair National
Park and the Mt Lofty Ranges, I’ve come
across a small rather striking looking
species of spider. They have a bright red
head, glossy black jaws and a gunmetal
bluish black abdomen. These individual
spiders never seemed to be in a hurry,
even when I’ve poked them with a twig.
I’ve watched them for an extended period
and they appear to be just wandering
about aimlessly. I’ve since found out that
they are male red-headed mouse spiders,
‘Missulena occatoria’, and apparently
they spend a lot of time doing just that,
simply wandering about the bush, and it’s
all because they are on a mission!

They are widely distributed across the
mainland and usually found in open
woodland. Their bite is poisonous, and
female red-headed mouse spiders have
been found to produce copious amounts of
highly toxic venom, which is potentially
as dangerous as that of the Sydney funnelweb spider. There are no records of
humans being bitten.
Male red-headed mouse spiders usually
only grow to around 10 – 12mm long, and
wouldn’t cover a five cent coin. Females
grow much larger, up to 35mm, have stout
bodies, short legs, and tend to be
uniformly dark brown to black all over.
When the species was first described,
males and females were treated as two
completely different species due to their
vastly different size and appearance. It
wasn't until years later when a pair was
found mating that it was discovered that
they were in fact the same species.

The red-headed mouse spider is the most
common of the eight species of mouse
spiders in Australia. It’s unclear as to why
they are called mouse spiders; it is thought
that it might be because the first
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Like trap-door spiders, this spider lives in
burrows in the ground, often in banks of
rivers and creeks; in fact, on several
occasions I’ve unearthed large females
while repairing walking trails along the
Sturt River. Their burrows can extend to a
depth of about 30cm, which is unusually
deep for a spider. Females are sluggish
and tend to remain in or very close to their
burrows for their entire life, so it is rare to
see one unless you dig it up.

By this means, the young spiders are
carried aloft and are then at the mercy of
the air currents.
This explains the
relatively wide distribution of Red-headed
Mouse Spiders.
Keep an eye out for one of these
interesting and colourful spiders, and
remember, he’s just out enjoying a quiet
walk in the Gorge and taking in the fresh
air (especially that!), so be careful not to
drop one of your size nines on top of him
and spoil his day.

In contrast, male red-headed mouse
spiders, which reach sexual maturity at
about four years, are often seen wandering
from summer through to early winter (the
mating season) in search of females.
Sightings tend to be more common after
rain.
Apparently males spend a
considerable amount of time wandering
during this period holding their long
‘pedipalps’ (which carry the mating
organs) extended forward seeking the
airborne scent (pheromone) associated
with females or their burrows.
On
approaching a burrow, the male taps the
ground and silk surrounding the door until
the female emerges to see what’s going
on. If she’s receptive, the male follows
her into the burrow and mating occurs.

Kitchener Bombs
Les Gray
While researching some local history
recently I came across a reference relating
to an artillery demonstration conducted in
the Sturt Gorge more than 100 years ago.
The article mentioned that the resulting
shell craters could still be seen, so I asked
Bob Grant if he knew where they were.
He said that Gordon de Rose knew the
exact location and even had some
projectile fragments that had been
collected from the site. Gordon’s family
farm was located a short distance from
one of the impact zones at the time of the
event.

The female lays 60 or more eggs within an
egg sac that she places into a brood
chamber off the main shaft of her burrow.
The spiders hatch from the egg sac over
summer and remain with the mother into
autumn when dispersal occurs. The
young red-headed mouse spiders are
dispersed by ballooning, sometimes
referred to as kiting, where spiders can
move through the air by releasing one or
more gossamer threads to catch the wind.

Apparently the artillery demonstration
came about as part of a visit to South
Australia by Lord Kitchener in 1910.
Kitchener is generally remembered for his
long and illustrious British military
career.
In 1902, he was also the
commander who personally signed the
death warrants of Australians Lt Harry
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“Breaker” Morant and Lt Peter Hancock
during the Boer War. Later that year he
moved to the sub-continent after being
appointed commander-in-Chief of India.

brought across South Road for the
demonstration from the army depot at
Glenthorne on Majors Road. Kitchener
watched the demonstration while sitting
on a chair in the shade of a tall blue gum
at the end of Blacks Road, which was a
dirt track in 1910 and ended near the
present intersection with Botanic Avenue,
Flagstaff Hill. I suggest his visit to South
Australia must have been early that year
during late summer, as records show that
he arrived back in England in April 1910.

In 1909 he was promoted to the highest
army rank - field marshal - and appointed
commander-in-chief
and
high
commissioner of the Mediterranean. In
late 1909, Kitchener left India to take up
his new post in the Mediterranean, but
before doing so, he visited Japan and then
travelled south to inspect the defence
forces of Australia and New Zealand to
encourage the standardisation
of
ammunition and training methods with
those of Britain. During his trip to
Australia, Kitchener decided to decline
the position offered to him in the
Mediterranean and eventually returned
directly to England instead.

Gordon de Rose’s corroded artillery projectile
remains recovered from near the flood control
dam.

The cannons were taken down a rough
track and placed on the edge of Sturt
Gorge about a kilometre north of where
Kitchener sat under his tree. An unknown
number of shells were then fired 700
metres in two directions; northward
towards Bellevue Heights and eastward
just south of where the flood control dam
is now located. How much of the action

The iconic often imitated (and here again) 1914
‘Lord Kitchener Wants You’ recruitment poster.

While in South Australia, the Australian
Army
conducted
an
artillery
demonstration for Kitchener in the Sturt
Gorge area. At least four cannons were
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Kitchener actually saw from where he sat
is questionable; I wouldn’t have thought
very much.
So where did the projectiles fall? Gordon
de Rose was able to take Bob and me
directly to the impact site near the flood
control dam, where within minutes of
leaving the car, we were able to locate
several depressions in the bush as a result
of the projectiles exploding. These basin
shaped depressions are generally about
three metres in diameter and 500mm deep.
I have since spent a bit of time in the area
and found at least 15 craters and I expect
there are even more as they can be
difficult to locate in the dense bush and
understory. If you want to visit this site
and see how many craters you can find, go
to the eastern end of Broadmeadow Drive,
walk about 100 metres along Wattle Trail
and start looking in the bush on either side
of the track and you will soon start to find
shallow over-grown depressions.

One of the many craters on the north side of the
Sturt Gorge.

After Kitchener left Australia to return to
England, the blue gum under which he sat
became known locally as the Kitchener
Tree, and stood on the verge out front of
what is now 2 Botanic Avenue. Blacks
Road was upgraded and widened in 2004
and Transport SA made an application to
the Onkaparinga Council to remove the
tree. Their application was rejected, and
their plans were then modified so that the
tree could be spared. Another application
was made to Council in 2005 for its
removal so that Blacks Road could be
widened. This time an arborist was
consulted. He found that the old E.
leucoxylon had a serious borer problem,
and despite its apparent historical
significance, it was deemed that the gum
be felled later that year. As part of the
application process, Transport SA agreed
that they would install a plaque at the site
of the tree telling the story of Kitchener’s
visit and what took place on that day in
Sturt Gorge. This never happened.

The following day I went looking for the
impact crater field on the northern side of
Sturt Gorge and quickly located it as the
grass around the craters had recently been
slashed. I counted 11 craters quite easily,
and I’m sure there are probably more here
too for anybody who wishes to spend time
looking. The northern impact craters are
more obvious, as they are on a slope and
earth has been pushed to the upper edges
on impact, and the area has been cleared
of undergrowth. They can be found on the
slope between the Turrungka Trail and the
southern boundary of Resthaven.
Kitchener might have seen these explode,
but I doubt that he would have seen
impacts from those fired to the east.
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fully cured, the risk of fire will of course
remain high until at least the next heavy
rain event.

Weather in the Gorge
Andrew Watson

The weather outlook for the first three
months of 2018 suggests continuing
hotter than normal conditions. That’s
consistent with the conditions over
recent months, even though we haven’t
had particularly long spells of hot days
so far. There has been a lack of slowmoving high pressure systems to the
south of the state which push cooler
south-easterly air over the Hills,
producing sequences of mild days. This
summer to date weather systems have
been mobile, leading to brief hot spells
with cooler southerly winds behind the
changes bringing regular relief. The
outlook suggests that hotter spells will
dominate, with the cool changes being
weak and not prolonged.

W

eather conditions in the Sturt
Gorge over the past 3 months
have been notably warmer and drier than
normal . The Craigburn Farm rain gauge
recorded only 87 millimetres of rain
over the three month period, which is
15% less than the average of 102
millimetres. December was the wettest
month with 38 mm. Less than 30 mm fell
in both October and November.
Temperatures were notably higher than
normal, with all three months above
average. November was warmer by
almost 3 degrees and October exceeded
the average by more than two. December
was about half a degree higher.
It’s been slightly less windy than usual,
with November the least windy month.
The table on page 9 compares the
rainfall, temperature and wind speed for
the past 3 months with the average.

There is some optimism that a weak ‘La
Nina’ event now established in the
Pacific Ocean will lead to higher than
normal rainfall. Whilst the higher
rainfall normally correlates more
strongly in the eastern states, increased
atmospheric
moisture
sometimes
extends westward into our state
providing favourable conditions for
significant rainfall. Fronts which bring
the cool air often provide a mechanism
for rain. With more moisture supplied by
La Nina, the chance of higher rainfall
events increases. That would be a good
thing for replenishing soil moisture and
bolstering flows in the water courses.
Let’s hope it comes to pass!

The relatively low rainfall has meant
that soil moisture in the Gorge has
declined rapidly since the end of
September, and it is now lower than
normal for this time of year. That
corresponds with significantly lower
flows in the Sturt River. Naturally the
soil dryness doesn’t auger particularly
well for vegetation health. However,
given the relatively wet winter and early
spring, and the heavy rains of 2016,
there should be sufficient sub-soil
moisture to sustain the well-established
plants. With the annual grasses now
7

Below average rainfall for October
to December in the Gorge

60% chance of exceeding average
rainfall for January to March

Above
average
maximum
temperatures,
October
to
December

70% chance of above average
maximum temperatures
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October to December Weather Summary
Month

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

Rainfall (mm)
Average

26.0
35.7

23.6
33.2

37.8
33.1

87.4
102.0

Max Temp (0C)
Average

24.2
22.1

28.0
25.4

27.8
27.2

26.7
24.9

Wind Spd (km/h) 22
20
23
21.6
Average
22
23
23
22.6
Rainfall data from Craigburn Farm, temperatures from Kent Town, wind from Adelaide Airport

T

he table shows that over the past three months, Sturt Gorge has received about 15%
less rainfall than usual. October and November were both close to 30% lower, with
December marginally above. Daytime temperatures in October and November were
notably higher than normal, with an anomaly of almost 30C in November. December was
also warmer but only by about half a degree. Based on data at 3 pm, it was slightly less
windy than normal, mainly due to relatively light wind conditions through much of
November.

An Interesting Weather Event
howers and thunderstorms were active throughout much of the state during the 23rd
November, with the activity moving from the north through the Sturt Gorge during
the day. Despite the shower activity being widespread, only 3 mm of rain was deposited
in the Gorge rain gauge – rather disappointing! One of several storm cells on the day was
captured on camera as it moved just to the east, as shown in the image below. The tell-tale
fibrous white top of the thundercloud is obvious, contrasting with the ominous dark grey
shades below the cloud base, indicative of heavy rain.

S

The weather radar image corresponding to the time of the photo shows the location of the
heaviest rainfall. The storm had peaked in intensity over the Barossa Valley and was
weakening as it moved southward. It was still strong enough to deliver totals of around 10
mm to places which were directly in its path!

A thunderstorm cloud to the east of Sturt Gorge on the evening of 23rd November

The radar image near the time of the storm, showing moderate to heavy rain to the northeast of the
Gorge
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Additions to Sturt Gorge Recreation Park
Brian Blaylock

I

n the S.A. Government Gazette published on 19th December 2017 additions to the Sturt
Gorge Recreation Park were proclaimed. These additions almost doubled (but not quite)
the size of the park from 244 hectares to around 435 hectares.

Much of the additional land was Minda Home land but also includes a large section below
Resthaven on Eve Road and south of Gorge Road where we have been carrying out
working bees for years. A considerable area of land around the Sturt Flood Control Dam
has also been included in the park. After ten years or so waiting for the land to be added
to the park it is most welcome to see that it has finally happened.
These additions now make Sturt Gorge Recreation Park the second largest park south of
and close to Adelaide after Belair National Park.
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